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Block cipher or stream cipher

Mathematically, a block password is only a pseudorandom permutation family with keys in a set of $$n$-bit blocks $\{0.1\}^n. (In practice, we also often require an effective way to calculate reverse permutation.) A block password on its own is not very useful for practical encryption, at least unless you need to encrypt small messages that will fit only one
single block. However, it becomes clear that block passwords are extremely versatile building blocks for creating other encryption tools: once you have good block encryption, you can easily build something of poppy functions, message authentication codes, key derivation functions, pseudorandom number generators, entropy pools, etc. based on just one
block password. All of these applications require a block password; For example, many of them may be based on any pseudorandom function that does not need to be a permutation (but, appropriately, there is a lemma that says there will be a pseudorandom permutation, though, work). Also, most of the construction is indirect; for example, you can create a
key derivation function from a message authentication code that you can create from a block password but create from a hash function that does not require it. But still, if you have a block password, you can take the rest out of it. Furthermore, these structures often reduce the security of functions built for this basic block password, which comes with
(conditional) security evidence. Therefore, you do not need to perform a laborious and unreliable task of encrypting each of these functions individually — instead, you are free to focus all your efforts on the block password, knowing that any trust in the security of the block password trusts all functions based directly on it. Obviously, if all this is very
convenient, let's say, if you are working on a small embedded platform here separate crypto primitive can be difficult and expensive including efficient and secure code for a lot. However, even if it is not on such a restricted platform, writing and analyzing low-level crypto code can be laborious due to the need to pay attention to things like side channel attacks.
It is easier to limit yourself to a limited number of low-level building blocks and build everything you need from them. Also, even on fast platforms with a large number of memory, such as desktop CPUs, implementing low-level crypto transactions directly on hardware can be much faster than doing it in software - but it is impract practical to do so for more than
a few. Due to their versatility, block passwords are excellent candidates for hardware application (as in the AES instruction set for modern x86 CPUs). What about streaming passwords? Mathematically, a flow password — in the most general sense of the term — It is also a keyed reverse pseudorandom function family, but set $\{0.1\}^*$ on blocks of limited
length instead of random length bitstrings. (There are some subtleties here; for example, most streaming password structures require input to contain a unique nonce value and do not guarantee security — in the sense of indistinguishability from a truly random function — if the same node is used for two different inputs. Also, since there is no uniform
distribution on reversible functions to select random functions from $\{0.1\}^*$, we need to carefully define what it means to make a stream password seem indistinguishable from random, and this definition has practical security implications — for example, most streaming passwords do not leak the length of the message. Practically, we also usually need to
stream these streaming passwords, in fact, in this sense randomly long login bitstreams can be encrypted - and decrypted - using message length only fixed storage and time linear.) Of course, streaming passwords block passwords are much more immediately useful: you can use them directly to encrypt messages of any length. However, it turns out that
they are also much less useful as building blocks for other encryption tools: if you have a block password, you can easily convert it into a streaming password, whereas converting a random streaming password into a block password is difficult if not impossible. So why did people bother designing custom streaming passwords, so if block passwords could do
the job, too? For the most part, it's because of speed: sometimes, data requires a fast password to encrypt a lot, and there are some really fast custom streaming password designs. Some of these designs are also designed to be very compact to implement software or hardware or both, so if you really only need a streaming password, you can save
code/circuit size using these passwords instead of a general block encryption-based one. However, what you gain from speed and compactness, you lose versatility. For example, it does not seem to be any simple way to do a hash function other than a streaming password, so if you need one of them (and often, because the hash functions, in addition to
being useful in their own right, common building blocks for other crypto tools), it is needed to apply them separately. And, guess what, the most hash functions are based on block passwords, so if you have it, you can also re-encrypt the same block password for encryption (if you don't really need the raw speed of the private streaming password). Symmetric
key password type The operation of the keystream generator on A5/1, an LFSR-based streaming password used to encrypt mobile phone conversations. A flow password is a symmetric key password in which plain text digits are merged with a supposedly random password digit stream (keystream). Inch The flow password is encrypted one by one with the
corresponding digit of the key stream to give each plain text digit encryption text flow a number. Because each digit encryption depends on the current state of encryption, it is also known as state encryption. In practice, a digit is usually a little bit and the merge operation is private or (XOR). Pseudorandom keystream is usually serially created from a random
seed value using digital scroll records. The seed value is also the cryptographic key task for decrypting the stream of encryption text. Flow passwords represent a different approach from block encryption to symmetric encryption. Block passwords work on large digit blocks with a fixed and immutable transformation. This distinction is not always certain: in
some modes of operation, a block password is used effectively as a primitive streaming password. Streaming passwords typically run at a higher speed than block encryptions and have lower hardware complexity. However, streaming passwords can be sensitive to serious security issues when misused (see streaming encryption attacks); in particular, the
same initial state (seed) should never be used twice. Loose inspiration from one-time pad Stream passwords can be seen as close to a one-time pad (OTP) action, a proven unbreakable password. The one-time pad uses a completely random digit key stream. The key flow is combined one by one with solid text digits to create the encryption text. This system
was proven safe by Claude E. Shannon in 1949. However, the key stream must be created entirely of the same length as random plain text and cannot be used more than once. This renders the system cumbersome to implement in many practical applications, and as a result the one-time pad has not been widely used except for the most critical
applications. Key generation, deployment, and management are crucial to these applications. The streaming password uses a much smaller and more useful key, such as 128 bits. Based on this key, the one-time pad similarly creates a pseudorandom keystream that can be combined with plain text figures. However, this comes at a cost. Keystream is now
pseudorandom and so it is not really random. The security evidence associated with the one-time pad no longer applies. It is quite possible that a streaming password is completely unsafe. A-stream encryption types create consecutive elements of the key stream based on the internal state. This is basically updated in two way: if the status changes
regardless of plain text or encryption messages, encryption is classified as a concurrent streaming password. In contrast, their synchronized streaming passwords update their status based on previous encryption text digits. Synchronous streaming, lorenz SZ encryption machine As a simultaneous streaming password during World War II, an axal number is
created regardless of plain text and encrypted text messages, and then combined with plain text (to encrypt) or password text (to decrypt). Most commonly, binary digits (bits) are used, and the key stream is combined with plain text using a custom or process (XOR). This is called a binary contribution flow password. In the synchronous streaming password,
the sender and receiver must be in full step for decryption to succeed. If digits are added or removed from the message during the message, synchronization is lost. To restore synchronization, various distances can be systematically tried to achieve the right decryption. Another approach is to tag the password text with pointers at normal points in the output.
However, if a digit is corrupted in transmission instead of inserting or disappearing, a single digit in plain text is affected and the error does not spread to other sections of the message. This feature is useful when the transmission error rate is high; however, it reduces the likelihood that the error can be detected without other mechanisms. Also, because of
this feature, synchronous streaming passwords are very sensitive to active attacks: if an attacker can change a number in the encryption text, they can make predictable changes to the relevant plain text bit; for example, translating a little in encryption text causes the same bit to be translated in plain text. Another approach to their synchronized flow
passwords uses several of the previous N encryption figures to calculate the key flow. Such schemes are known as self-synchronous streaming passwords, asynchronous streaming passwords, or encryption text autokey (CTAK). The idea of self-synchronization became patented in 1946 and has the advantage that the receiver will automatically synchronize
with the keystream generator after receiving N encryption figures, making recovery easier if the digits fall or are added to the message stream. Single-digit errors are limited to the effect that affects only N plain text digits. As an example of a self-syncing streaming password, there is a block password in encryption feedback (CFB) mode. Based on linear
feedback shift records, Binary flow passwords are usually created using linear feedback shift records (LFSRs) because they can be easily applied and mathematically easily analyzed on hardware. But the use of LFSRs on their own is not enough to ensure good security. Various schemes have been proposed to improve the safety of LFSRs. An approach to
nonlinear join functions is to use n LFSRs in parallel, the outputs are combined using the n-input just assyntial Boolean function (F). Because LFSRs are naturally linear, a technique for eliminating linearity is to boolean the outputs of several parallel LFSRs to nonlinear boolean to create a combination generator. The various features of this type of joining
function are important to ensure the security of the resulting order, for example, to prevent correlation attacks. This section needs to be expanded. You can help by adding to this. (June 2008) Clock-controlled generators Normally LFSR is printed regularly. A nonlinear approach is to control lfsr by a second LFSR output, being irregularly clocked. These
generators include a stop-and-go generator, an alternative step generator and a shrinking generator. An alternative step generator consists of three LFSRs, we will call it LFSR0, LFSR1 and LFSR2 for convenience. The output of one of the records decides which of the other two to use; for example, if LFSR2 is output 0, LFSR0 is clocked, and 1 output is
LFSR1 is clocked. Output is an exclusive OR of the last bit produced by LFSR0 and LFSR1. The initial status of the three LFSRs is key. The stop-and-go generator (Beth and Piper, 1984) consists of two LFSRs. An LFSR is clocked if the output of the second is 1, otherwise it repeats its previous output. This output is then combined (in some versions) with a
third clocked LFSR output at a normal speed. The shrinking generator takes a different approach. Two LFSRs are used, both regularly clocked. If the output of the first LFSR is 1, the output of the second LFSR is the output of the generator. However, if the first LFSR 0 is output, the output of the second is discarded and no bits are output by the generator.
This mechanism suffers from timing attacks on the second generator, since the output speed varies depending on the state of the second generator. This can be mitigating by buffering the output. Filter generator Another approach to improve the safety of an LFSR is to switch to a single LFSR entire state into a nonlinear filtacting function. This section needs
to be expanded. You can help by adding to this. (June 2008) Other designs RC4 is one of the most widely used streaming password designs. You can use a nonlinear update function instead of a linear driving device. For example, Klimov and Shamir proposed triangular functions (T-functions) with a single loop on n-bit words. This section needs to be
expanded. You can help by adding to this. (June 2008) Security Main article: Streaming password attacks For a streaming password to be secure, the key stream must have a large period of time and it must be impossible to recover the password's key or internal state from the key stream. Cryptographers also demand that the key stream be free of subtle
biases that would allow attackers to distinguish a stream from random noise, and detectable relationships between key streams corresponding to the corresponding keys or related encryption nonces. This should be true for all keys (there must be no weak keys), even an attacker could know or select some plain text or encryption. As with other attacks in
encryption, streaming encryption attacks can be certified, so there are no practical ways to crack the password, but it shows that the password may have other weaknesses. Using a secure synchronous streaming password, you should never re-use the same key stream twice. This usually means that a different nonce or key password must be provided for
each call. App designers should also agree that most streaming passwords provide privacy, not authenticity: encrypted messages may still have been modified in the process. Short periods of time for stream passwords have been a practical issue. For example, 64-bit block passwords such as DES can be used to create a key stream in output feedback
(OFB) mode. However, when you are not using full feedback, the resulting flow has an average duration of 232 blocks; For many applications, the duration is very low. For example, if encryption is performed at 8 megabytes per second, a period flow of 232 blocks is duplied after approximately half an hour. [suspicious – discuss] Some applications that use
streaming password RC4 may be attacked due to weaknesses in rc4's key setup procedure; New applications either avoid RC4 or make sure that all keys are unique and ideally irrelevant (e.g. created by the well-seeded CSPRNG or encryption hash function) and keystream is thrown in the first byte. Elements of streaming passwords are much simpler to
understand, most notly block encryptions, and thus less likely to hide any accidents or malicious weaknesses. Flow of Use passwords are often used for application speeds and simpliability on hardware, and in applications where plain text is unknowable length, such as a secure wireless connection. If a block password (the stream does not work in
encryption mode) is to be used in this type of application, the designer must select transmission efficiency or application complexity because block encryptions cannot work directly on blocks shorter than block sizes. For example, if a 128-bit block password received separate 32-bit bursts of plain text, three-quarters of the data transmitted would be fills. Block
passwords should be used in encryption playback or no longer block termination mode to avoid fill, while streaming passwords eliminate this problem by running on the smallest unit (usually bytes) that can be transmitted naturally. Another advantage of streaming passwords in military encryption is that the encryption stream cannot be created in a separate
box subject to strict security measures and can be transferred to other devices, such as the radio set, which will perform the xor operation as part of its functions. The second device can then be designed and used in less tight environments. ChaCha is becoming the most widely used password in software; [1] others include: RC4, A5/1, A5/2, Chameleon,
FISH, Helix, ISAAC, MUGI, Panama, Phelix, Pike, Salsa20, SEAL, SOBER, SOBER-128, and WAKE. Comparison Additional citations are required for validation in this section. Please help improve this article by adding citations to trusted sources. Unsourcing material can be challenged and removed. (July 2014) (Learn how and when to remove this template
message) Streamcipher Creationdate Speed(loops per byte) (bit) Attack Effectiveatar length Initialization vector Internalstate Best known Computational complexity A5/1 1989 ? 54 or 64 (2G) 22 (2G) 64 Active KPA ORKPA time-memory tradeoff ~2 seconds OR239.91 A5/2 1989 ? 54 114 64? Active 4.6 milliseconds Achterbahn-128/80 2006 1 (hardware)
80/128 80/128 297/351 Brute force L ≤ 244. Correlation attack for L ≥ 248. L ≤ 244 to 280 resp. 2128. CryptMT 2005? 19968 19968 N/A (2008) N/A (2008) FISH variable until 1993? Variable?? Known plain text attack 211 Grain Pre-2004 ? 80 64 160 Key derivation 243 HC-256 Pre-2004 4 (WP4) 256 256 65536 ? ISAAC 1996 2.375 (W64-bit) –4.6875 (W32-
bit) 8-8288 (usually 40-256) N/A 8288 (2006) Weak-internal-state derivation in the first round 4.67×101240 (2001) MUGI 1998-2002 ? 128 128 1216 N /A (2002) ~282 PANAMA 1998 2 256 128? 1216? Hash collisions (2001) 282 Phelix Pre-2004 up to 8 (Wx86) 256 + 128-bit nonce 128? Differential (2006) 237 Pike 1994 ? Variable?? N/A (2004) N/A (2004)
Py Pre-2004 2.6 8-2048? (usually 40-256?) 64 8320 Cryptanalytic theory (2006) 275 Rabbit 2003-Feb 3.7(WP3) – 9.7(WARM7) 128 64 512 N/A (2006) N/A (2006) RC4 1987 7 WP5[2] 8-2048 (usually 40-256) does not receive RC4 IV. If you desire an IV, you must somehow be mixed into the key. 2064 Shamir first byte key derivation OR KPA 213 OR 233
Pre-Salsa20-2004 4.24 (WG4) -11.84 (WP4) 256 a 64-bit nonce + 64-bit flow position 512 Probability neutral bit method 2251 8 rounds (2007) Scream 2002 4-5 (Wsoft) 128 + 128-bit nonce 32? 64-bit round function ? SEAL 1997 ? 32? ? ? ? Pre-PROFIT 2003 ? 128 or 256 32 ? Sober-128 2003 ? Until 128? Message imitation 2−6 PRE-SOSEMANUK 2004 ?
128 128 ? ? ? Trivium Pre-2004 4 (Wx86) –8 (WLG) 80 80 288 Brute force attack (2006) 2135 Turing 2000-2003 5.5 (Wx86) ? 160 ? ? ? VEST 2005 42 (WASIC) –64 (WFPGA) Variable (usually 80-256) Variable (usually 80-256) 256-800 N/A (2006) N/A (2006) WAKE 1993 ? 8192 CPA &amp; CCA Vulnerable Streamcipher Creationdate Speed (bits) Attack
Effectivekey-length Initialization vector Internalstate Best known computational complexity Trivia United States National Security Agency documents sometimes use algorithms that use some function to combine with a stream of random number generaters (PRNG) plain text. See also eSTREAM shift register (LFSR) Nonlinear feedback scroll record (NLFSR)
Notes ^ ^ P. Prasithsangaree and P. Krishnamurthy (2003). Analysis of Energy Consumption of RC4 and AES Algorithms in Wireless LAMs (PDF). Archived from source in 2013-12-03. Cite magazine requires |journal= (help) References Matt J.B. Robshaw, Stream Ciphers White Report TR-701, version 2.0, RSA Laboratories, 1995 (PDF). Beth, Thomas;
Piper, Fred (1985). Stop and Go Generator (PDF). EUROCRYPT '84. p. 88–92. doi:10.1007/3-540-39757-4_9. Christof Paar, Jan Pelzl, Stream Ciphers, Chapter 2 Understanding Encryption, a textbook for Students and Practitioners. (the companion website includes an online encryption course covering streaming passwords and LFSR), Springer, 2009.
External connections RSA technical report flow encryption process. Cryptanalysis and Design Stream Ciphers (thesis by Hongjun Wu). Light Flow Passwords Analysis (thesis by S. Fischer). Page 2 For other uses, see <a0> </a0>. Mobile phone generations part of an analogue range of mobile telecommunications 1G Digital 2G 2.5G 2.75G 3.5G 3.7G 3.75G
3.9G/73.95G 4G/4.5G 4.5G/4.9G 5G 6G vte 2G (or 2-G) is short for second generation cellular networking. 2G cellular networks were launched commercially in Finland in 1991 by Radiolinja (now part of Elisa Oyj) in GSM standard. [1] 2G networks had three main advantages over their predecessors: Digitally encrypted phone conversations, at least between
mobile phone and cellular base station, but do not have to be in the rest of the network. Significantly more efficient use of the radio frequency spectrum allows more users per frequency band. Mobile data services starting with SMS text messages. 2G technologies have ensured that various networks offer services such as text messages, picture messages
and MMS (multimedia messages). After 2G was launched, previous mobile wireless network systems were retroactively called 1G. While radio signals on 1G networks are analog, radio signals on 2G networks are digital. Both systems use digital signals to connect radio towers (listening to devices) to the rest of the mobile system. With the General Package
Radio Service (GPRS), 2G offers theoretical maximum transfer speed with EDGE (Improved Data Rates for GSM Evolution) and has a theoretical maximum transfer rate of 384 kbit/s. [2] The most common 2G technology is time division multi-access (TDMA)-based GSM, which originally came from Europe but is used in many worlds outside Japan and North
America. In North America, digital AMPS (IS-54 and IS-136) and cdmaOne (IS-95) were the main systems. In Japan, everywhere system was Personal Digital Cellular (PDC). Evolution 2.5G (GPRS) See also: General Package Radio Service 2.5G (second and one-and-a-half generations[3]) is used to identify 2G systems that have implemented a package-
switched domain in addition to the circuit-switched domain. Because time zones are also used for circuit-switched data services (HSCSD), it does not necessarily provide faster service. 2.75G (EDGE) See also: Improved data rates for GSM Evolution GPRS networks have been improved to EDGE networks with 8PSK encoding. The symbol ratio remained
the same in 270,833 samples per second, while each symbol edt of three bits instead of one. Data rates developed for GSM Evolution (EDGE), Enhanced GPRS (EGPRS) or IMT Single Carrier (IMT-SC) are backward compatible digital mobile phone technology that allows for advanced data transmission speeds as an extension above standard GSM. EDGE
has been deployed by AT&amp;T on GSM networks in the US since 2003. Phase-out See also: GSM § Cut 2G, understood as GSM and CDMA, has been replaced by new technologies such as 3G (UMTS/CDMA2000), 4G (LTE) and 5G; However, 2G networks are still used in many parts of Europe, Africa, Central America and South America[4][5][6] and
many modern LTE-enabled devices are known to fall back to 2G for phone calls, especially in rural areas. [7] In some places, its successor is shutting down 2G instead of 3G – Vodafone has announced it will close 3G across Europe in 2020 but maintaining 2G as a return service. [8] Various operators have made announcements that 2G technology in the
United States, Japan, Australia and other countries is in the process of shutting down, or that by shutting down 2G services, operators can unsead these radio bands and re-aim for new technologies (e.g. 4G LTE). [9] [10] Criticism remains that in some parts of the world, including the United Kingdom, 2G is widely used for dumbphones, and the high patent
licensing cost of new technologies for the Internet of Things (IoT) makes them prohibitive, such as smart meters, eCall systems and vehicle tracking devices. [11] [8] [12] Ending 2G services could lead to preventable deaths of vulnerable people who rely on 2G infrastructure to access emergency connections. [12] Past 2G networks This section needs to be
updated. Please update this article to reflect recent events or newly available information. (January 2021) Country Network Total depreation date Details Australia Optus 2017 Optus closed 2G in Western Australia and the Northern Territory on April 3, 2017 and completed the shutdown in the rest of Australia on August 1, 2017. [13] Telstra 2016 Telstra shut
down its GSM network on December 1, 2016, being the first mobile provider in Australia to shut down 2G. [14] Vodafone 2018 Vodafone GSM network on June 30, 2018. [15] India Airtel No planned to close 2G. Bharti Airtel, India's second largest airline. while they have no plans to close 2G services. The reliance 2017 Reliance Communications group, led by
Reliance ADAG, took the break to shut down the entire 2G network at the end of November 2017. He was willing to do it in the country. [16] Japan au KDDI July 22, 2012 Qualcomm cdmaOne standard[17] NTT Docomo 31 March 2012 PDC standard, GSM[18] Noncompliant with Softbank March 31, 2010 South Korea KT March 19, 2012 [19] LG Uplus June
30, 2021 (TBC) [sourced] SK Telecom July 27, 2020 [20] Mexico AT&amp;T Mexico 2020 AT&amp;T Mexico began shutting down its 2G network in the country. [21] Movistar Movistar Mexico began shutting down its 2G network in April 2019. [22] Dutch T-Mobile November 15, 2020 (TBC) T-Mobile Netherlands will close its 2G services until November 15,
2020. [23] New Zealand 2degrees 2018 2degrees shut down the 2G network on March 15, 2018. [25] Spark (CDMA) 2012 Spark's 2G network (CDMA) was shut down on July 31, 2012. Spark currently runs 3G and 4G networks and became the first mobile provider in New Zealand to shut down 2G. [26] Warehouse Mobile 2018 Warehouse Mobile, which
partnered with 2derce to make way for the new 4G network, closed its 2G network in March 2018. [27] Singapore M1 April 1, 2017 [28] Singtel StarHub Switzerland Sunrise 2024 Sunrise Communications AG announced plans to disable the GSM network by the end of 2018, but decided to postpone it until 2024. [29] Swisscom 2021 Telecommunications in
Switzerland is predominantly operated by state-owned Swisscom and are two Privately held Salt and Sunrise Communications AG companies because they have a 2G operating license. Swisscom will only stop 2G services until January 1, 2021 due to public service requirements. [30] Taiwan Chunghwa Telecom June 30, 2017 [31] FarEasTone Taiwan
Mobile Thailand AIS October 31, 2019 Thailand's National Broadcasting and Telecommunications Commission (NBTC) approved October 31, 2019 for the closure of Thailand's 2G mobile network. According to nbtc, the shutdown will improve efficiency for network operators and open the door to 5G wireless broadband service by 2020. Operators are
expected to pass on 2G users to 3G and 4G services. Provincial governments will help inform 2G users of this issue. NBTC will stop the use of 2G standards and notify retailers and importers of mobile phones about the impending closure of the network. [32] DTAC TrueMove H United States AT&amp;T 2017 AT&amp;T's 2G GSM service was shut down in
January 2017. [33] [34] [35] This shutdown had a significant impact on the electronic security industry, where many 2G GSM radios are used to communicate alarm signals to central station dispatch centers. 2G GSM radios to avoid service disruptions by the next generation of radios. [36] T-Mobile 2020 (TBC) T-Mobile US postponed the shutdown of its 2G
network until 2020. [37] Verizon december 31, 2020 Verizon plan to shut down its 2G and 3G CDMA-based networks by December 31, 2020. [38] [39] Canada SaskTel announced on July 7, 2017 that sasktel (owned by the Saskatchewan Government) was shut down on January 11, 2017, effective July 7, 2017. [40] Bell closed its 2G network in June 2018 on
April 30, 2019, announcing that Bell Canada, Telus and Rogers Wireless would no longer support 2G devices shortly afterwards. The closure of CDMA transmitter began in remote areas in 2017. Bell completed the shutdown of its networks on April 30, 2019. [41] Telus completed the closure of its networks on May 31, 2017 on May 31, 2017 (originally
scheduled for January 31, 2017). [42] Rogers Wireless announced on December 31, 2021 that rogers would initially shut down its 2G network in 2018, but then postponed the date to December 31, 2020, thus remaining the last 2G operator nationwide. [43] In July 2020, they postponed the closure of 2G for another year. [44] China China Unicom December
31, 2021 (TBC) As of now, China Unicom has shut down 2G services in most regions, and the remaining parts will be gradually shut down, the first carrier in China to close 2G services. Also mobile phone generations mobile radio phone Cliff effect Dropout List, see also known as 0G Wireless device radiation and health 3G 4G 5G References ^ Radiolinja's
History. It was archived from the source on April 20, 2004 and October 23, 2006. Accessed on: December 23, 2009. ^ a b GPRS &amp; EDGE. 3gpp.org. Accessed August 17, 2019. ^ What is The Second and Half Generation (2.5G) | IGI Global. www.igi-global.com. Accessed October 6, 2019. ^ Germany's rural 4G users still spend a quarter of their time on
3G and 2G networks. Open for signal June 13, 2019. Accessed October 6, 2019. ^ T-Mobile Poland is waiting to keep 2G for five to six years. TeleGeography A. PriMetrica Division. July 17th, 2019. Accessed october 6, 2019. ^ 2G phase-out - Swisscom mobile network | modernization of Swisscom. www.swisscom.ch. Accessed October 6, 2019. ^ Sunset on
2G/3G MOBILE NETWORKS? NOT EXACTLY... CSL Group. ^ a b Hall, Kat. Sod 3G, this may go, but do not rush to turn off 2G, the UK still needs it - report. www.theregister.com. Serr, Melanie (April 5, 2017). What You Need to Know About 2G Network Shutdown. Geotab Blog. Accessed october 6, 2019. ^ 2G/3G network sunset status. nae_'s global. July
31st, 2019. Accessed December 11, 2019. ^ Freedom of Information: Right to know request (PDF). www.ofcom.org.uk. 3 June 2020. Accessed on: November 27, 2020. ^ a b Rockman, Simon. Forbes will lose millions when the government kills 2G. ^ 2G Network Shutdown Update (Press Optus. Accessed July 6, 2017. Turner, Adam (November 4, 2016).
Budget Mobile Customers Brace for Australia's 2G Shutdown. Sydney Morning Herald. Accessed on: December 26, 2016. ^ We shut down our 2G network. Vodafone Australia. Archived from source on April 5, 2018. ^ RComm will continue with 2G Network Shutdown, JIO like 4G Network only within a month. ^ 』CDMA 1Xど中 別紙〉 |せ等終中 2011年 |
He's in KDDİn. kddi.com. Accessed July 15, 2019. ^ Press Releases | News &amp; Announcements | NTT DOCOMO. nttdocomo.co.jp. Accessed July 15, 2019. ^ A Full Look at 2G &amp; 3G Sunsets — 1oT - Global Cellular Connectivity for IoT. 1oT - Global Cellular Connection for IoT. Herald, The Korea (July 6, 2020). SK Telekom begins to terminate 2G
services. www.koreaherald.com. ^ The most used 2G mobile phones in India. Comparable trap. Escalona, Claudia Juarez. Movistar y AT&amp;T ponen en marcha apagón 2G. El Economista. Accessed March 26, 2019. ^ T-Mobile NL prepares customers to close the ultimate GSM. It's phone paper. January 5th, 2017. Accessed July 23, 2020. ^ T-Mobile
Netherlands GSM shutdown November 15, 2020. ^ 2derce to turn off 2G access in March 2018. 2degrees. Accessed September 26, 2017. ^ Telecom is shutting down the CDMA network. New Zealand Messenger. Accessed August 1, 2012. ^ Scope. Warehouse Mobile. November 12th, 2015. Accessed on: May 5, 2019. ^ 2G Services Will End on April 1,
2017. Accessed july 20, 2020. ^ 5G kommt – 2G wird abgeschaltet. Sin folgen is dead? Accessed July 20, 2020. ^ Swisscom equips its mobile network for the future. Accessed November 2, 2015. ^ Taiwan's NCC is calling on 2G users to upgrade by June. telecomasia.net. Accessed April 15, 2019. ^ Thailand 2G Network | Close Asia-Pacific News. Gryta,
Thomas (August 3, 2012). AT&amp;T Will Leave 2G Behind. The Wall Street Gazette. Accessed December 26, 2016. ^ AT&amp;T 2G Sunset. poverty mobile. January 20th, 2016. Accessed on: January 11, 2017. ^ Donovan 2G Network of AT&amp;T Says It's in 'Soft Lock', Deactivation in The Coming Months. FierceWireless.com. Accessed January 11,
2017. ^ 2G Sunset Overview. Telguard, I'm not going to be Archived July 21, 2011, February 21, 2015. Accessed December 26, 2016. Abent, Eric (September 14, 2016). T-Mobile Has a Swing at AT&amp;T, says 2G Network will remain Active until 2020. SlashGear. Accessed on: December 26, 2016. ^ CDMA Network Pension. Verizon Wireless. Accessed
January 12, 2020. Dampier, Phillip (August 1, 2019). Verizon Delays Shutdown 3G CDMA Network until the end of 2020. Stop cap!. Accessed January 12, 2020. ^ We're not | SaskTel provides CDMA customers with network | Reminds SaskTel. www.sasktel.com. ^ CDMA Network Disconnection. support.bell.ca. ^ CDMA | closed Support | TELUS.com.
www.telus.com. Behar, Rose (May 4, 2018). Rogers Gsm/GPRS network until December 2020. MobileSyrup. ^ Important Announcement on Upcoming 2G/3G Changes to the Rogers Network. Trench. 1st Generation (1G) Mobile Phone Successful 3 generation (3G) Received by Generations
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